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ABSTRACT
Serverless computing, or Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), offers a new
alternative to operate cloud-based applications. FaaS platforms
enable developers to define their application only through a set
of service functions, relieving them of infrastructure management
tasks, which are executed automatically by the platform. Since
its introduction, FaaS has grown to support workloads beyond the
lightweight use-cases it was originally intended for, and now serves
as a viable paradigm for big data processing. However, several
questions regarding FaaS platform quality are still unanswered.
Specifically, the impact of automatic infrastructure management
on serverless big data applications remains unexplored.
In this paper, we propose a novel evaluation method (SIEM) to
understand the impact of these tasks. For this purpose, we introduce
new metrics to quantify quality in different big data application
scenarios. We show an application of SIEM by evaluating the four
major FaaS providers, and contribute results and new insights for
FaaS-based big data processing.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, servers have always played a central role in cloudbased big data processing. Typically, big data is processed in large
clusters: jobs consisting of individual tasks are executed across a set
of machines, in stream or batch processing models. New advances
in the field have sufficiently addressed the performance and scalability needs of such deployments, e.g. through distributed computing
frameworks1234 . Still, the costs associated with deploying, configuring, and maintaining these systems continue to be significant, as
does the knowledge required to manage such a cluster.

Research has recently explored new models and alternative architectures to address these shortcomings. One approach that has
gained traction in both industry and the scientific community
is serverless big data processing, based on Function-as-a-Service
(FaaS) platforms. FaaS platforms let developers run code to be executed and scaled as needed, without provisioning or managing
servers.
Even though it was originally intended for lightweight use-cases
like API-serving or small backend services [20], FaaS has since
proven to be a viable paradigm for heavier workloads. Among them,
FaaS is being used for big data processing [7, 10, 30] and information
retrieval [6] workloads. The potential of FaaS for big data processing
was also recognized by major cloud providers including AWS 5 , and
the first FaaS-based Big Data Computing Frameworks are starting
to emerge [4, 24]. In the context of big data, FaaS promises faster
startup times, lower cost and individual task based scaling, and thus
can be considered a new relevant tool in the big data processing
toolbox.
To support FaaS-based big data processing, some open challenges
[11] are already being addressed. Specialized storage solutions have
been developed to allow for intermediate ephemeral storage between functions [14, 26]. Approaches to support function orchestration are also beginning to emerge: [22], AWS Step Functions6 ,
and Fission Workflows7 . However, there are still several open questions regarding FaaS platform quality [29]. Making knowledgeable
design decisions in serverless big data processing requires detailed
understanding of these platforms.
In particular, it remains unclear how common operational tasks
usually executed by computing frameworks impact application
qualities, e.g., scalability, consistency, and cost-effectiveness. These
qualities are relevant for common big data application scenarios,
including ad-hoc or explorative analytics. In explorative analytics,
queries can change constantly and the complexity of these queries is
not known beforehand. Consequently, this can lead to the execution
of many operational tasks: the code in the deployment package may
change often, and the unpredictable computational requirements
may lead to frequent changes in function configuration.

1 http://spark.apache.org
2 http://hadoop.apache.org

5 https://github.com/awslabs/lambda-refarch-mapreduce

3 https://flink.apache.org

6 https://aws.amazon.com/step-functions/

4 http://www.tensorflow.org

7 https://github.com/fission/fission-workflows

Here, we address the following research question: Do operational tasks impact quality in FaaS platforms and is the impact relevant for serverless big data processing applications?
To answer this, we build on our extensive expertise and previous work on quality-driven design and evaluation of cloud-based
systems [2, 3, 15, 16]. We present serverless big data application
scenarios in the context of smart grid management and show the
importance of operational task quality. To measure the quality impact, we propose a novel evaluation method (SIEM) and introduce
new metrics. Overall, we answer the research question by means
of experimental evaluation. From the results, we extract generic
insights for the design of future serverless big data applications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The necessary background on FaaS is laid out in section 2. Section 3 refines
our initial problem statement. Following that, we discuss relevant
related work in section 4. The evaluation method and the experiment design are introduced in section 5 and section 6, respectively.
Results are presented in section 7. A subsequent discussion in section 8 synthesizes generic insights and considers limitations. Finally,
we close our paper with a conclusion and future work (section 9).
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BACKGROUND

FaaS platforms are systems that facilitate general serverless computing. These platforms enable a developer to define a computation
only by the code that is to be executed and the events that trigger
the execution[11]. The developer is relieved from resource management tasks like provisioning, scaling and logging, which are now
handled by the FaaS platform.
A multitude of FaaS platforms exist already, some are commercial like AWS Lambda8 , Google Cloud Functions9 , and some are
available as open-source platforms, e.g., OpenWhisk10 , KNative11 ,
and Fission12 . All these platforms require a developer to specify
a deployment package. A deployment package contains the code
and all libraries that are needed to run that function. The underlying runtime, e.g., a python environment, is provided by the platform. A developer also has to specify the function configuration.
The function configuration parameterizes trigger events as well as
runtime settings. Runtime settings can, for instance, specify the
memory available to the function or the timeout before a function
is forcefully terminated. Both function configuration and deployment package are controlled through operational tasks. In general, a
operational tasks is an infrastructure management task that is executed automatically by a cloud infrastructure provider. Operational
Taskss are prompted by changes performed by a user, and executed
by the platform on their behalf. The FaaS platform will create a
service function when an event triggers a run. Depending on the
platform, that deployment can either be a container or a lightweight
VM. The developer-defined code will run once a service function is
available. Most platforms reuse service functions in order to reduce
the initialization time for subsequent events. Furthermore, most
platforms remove a service function after a fixed period of time, if
no new events occur.
8 https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

In order to refine our initial problem statement, we present two
application scenarios of serverless big data processing. In these
scenarios, the need for frequent execution of operational tasks is
highlighted. Finally, we show the importance of operational task
quality for making knowledgeable design decisions in serverless
big data processing.

3.1

Application Scenarios

We use two application scenarios in the context of smart grid management, smart grid management is center to many of our past and
ongoing research projects1314 . Each scenario makes use of serverless big data processing. The first application [30] periodically executes offline analysis using matrix multiplication. We refer to the
first application as Batch. The second application [15] conducts
online analysis for smart grid management based on smart grid metering data. We refer to the second application as Streaming. The
main quality objectives of Batch comprise correctness and faulttolerance of analyses. In contrast, the main quality objectives of
Streaming are high availability and low latency. Both require good
cost-efficiency and high scalability with the size input matrices or
amount of metering data per time period, respectively.

3.2

Operational Tasks

We identify cases that require to execute operational tasks based
on the two example applications (see section 3.1).
We do not assume completeness for the list of cases. However,
we argue that the depicted cases are highly relevant because they
occur in many applications that utilize big data processing. For
Batch ...
• C1 - Job Deployment: First approaches to port existing
big data processing frameworks to FaaS platforms result
in large deployment packages that suffer from significant
cold start times [25], rendering these approaches effectively
unusable for many application scenarios. To bypass this, new
native frameworks can change the deployment package of an
existing function with minimal code required for a specific
job.
• C2 - Job Recovery: During the execution of a job, a single
processing task can continuously fail if a service function
exceeds available memory or the maximum execution time
defined by the cloud provider. To recover from this fault, a
compute framework can change the function configuration
to increase its allocated compute resources. The task can then
be re-executed, avoiding the redeployment of the complete
job.
• C3 - Objective Tuning: Fully managed data analysis services allow to customize cost and performance objectives of
jobs that are periodically executed [30]. This customization
commonly results in sizing the compute resources of service
functions accordingly, changing the function configuration.
For Streaming ...

9 https://cloud.google.com/functions/
10 https://openwhisk.apache.org/
11 https://cloud.google.com/knative/

13 https://www.ise.tu-berlin.de/PEN/parameter/en/

12 https://fission.io/

14 https://www.ise.tu-berlin.de/BloGPV/parameter/en/

• C4 - Rollback: A rollback might be required after delivering
a faulty version of a service function. A rollback results in
changing the deployment package of a service function back
to an earlier version.
• C5 - Changing Service Objectives: Similar to the case
objective tuning, changing service objectives can require
changes to the configuration of an execution environment
of a service function.
We can synthesize all five cases C1-C5 into two relevant operational tasks OP1-OP2 that are executed in FaaS platforms.
• OP1 - Function Configuration Change: A function configuration change modifies the configuration of the execution
environment of a service function from an old configuration c to a new configuration c’. Examples of configuration
changes are limiting access rights or increasing the amount
of computing resources for a service function during execution. A configuration change does not alter the deployment
package of a service function.
• OP2 - Deployment Package Change: A deployment package change replaces the deployment package of a service
function from an old package p to a new package p’. For
example, a developer commits a new version of a function
handler implementation. A deployment package change does
not alter the configuration of the deployment environment
of a service function.
We argue that operational tasks are so commonly executed in
serverless big data processing applications and that developers must
explicitly account for them.

3.3

Quality of Operational Task

Function configuration changes and deployment package changes
are commonly executed in FaaS-based applications. Thus, it is
highly relevant to characterize the quality of executing operational
tasks, and other underlying behavior in different FaaS platforms.
To illustrate this point, we discuss the cases C1-C5 in section 3.2
in light of the different service objectives for the two application
scenarios 3.1.
We assume that the execution of an operational task is not instant
but requires some finite time before the change becomes visible to
a client of a service function. Thus, depending on the internals of
a FaaS platform, the same service function might be offered with
different environments (OP1) or functionality (OP2) at the same
time. For example, a long running job uses a service function that
switches to a different function handler at an unknown point in
time and, thus, compromises correctness and verifiability of the job
result.
In conclusion, we define our problem statement as follows: Does
a relevant quality impact exist for executing code or configuration changes in fully managed FaaS platforms?
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RELATED WORK

This paper addresses the experiment-driven evaluation of FaaS platforms. We discuss related work from the perspective of benchmarking cloud platforms and benchmarking FaaS platforms in general
as well as work on serverless big data processing frameworks.

Design objectives of system benchmarks is a relevant and ongoing problem in research [1, 2, 5]. These benchmarks all share
common well-established properties, regardless of the difference in
objectives. Namely, all benchmarks need to be relevant, repeatable,
fair, understandable, and portable [3, 8, 28]. These properties must
also apply to the evaluation proposed in this paper.
Furthermore, cloud service benchmarking research [2, 3, 15] has
many parallels to work presented in this paper. Analyzing cloud
services comes with additional challenges, such as less accessible
measurement points and intransparent changes of services over
time. Therefore, benchmarking FaaS platforms must take the lessons
learned in cloud service benchmarking into account.
Industry and research already started to use experiment-based
evaluations to analyze FaaS platforms [9, 18, 21, 23, 25]. Most of
these efforts focus on performance [17]. However, the evaluation
of operational tasks in FaaS platforms has largely been ignored
in literature. A first proposal by Lee et al. [19] evaluates the performance impact during function code changes. The proposal motivates our work and we significantly extend its scope. We were
unable to verify or reproduce the original experiment due to missing information [17]. Moreover, Lee et al. do not discuss the impact
of operational tasks on Streaming or Batch serverless big data
applications specifically.
A second line of potential related work are evaluations of new
systems in support of serverless big data processing: [4, 10, 12, 30].
However, the proposals do not specifically address evaluations of
operational tasks.
Towards that end, we propose an evaluation method in the next
section. This method allows serverless data processing frameworks
to evaluate sensitivities of operational tasks.

5

EVALUATION METHOD

We approach our research question with an experiment-driven
evaluation of FaaS-platforms (see sections 6 and 8). For this purpose we introduce the Serverless Infrastructure Evaluation Method
(SIEM). SIEM builds on our extensive previous work on qualitydriven design and evaluation of cloud-based systems [3, 13, 15, 16]
and the structured review of community-driven evaluations [17].
We describe goals, roles, and tasks of SIEM.

5.1

Goals

Experiments should be reproducible, fair, portable, understandable,
and relevant [3]. We use SIEM in support of reproducablity and understandability. Furthermore, we identified three additional design
goals.
• Coordination: Experimentation is difficult, expensive, timeconsuming, and error-prone. Thus, experiments are typically
not conducted by a single person, but by a group of people that must coordinate their efforts. Therefore, a method
should reduce coordination efforts. For example, our experiments are conducted by a group of students, research associates, application providers, and cloud providers that participate differently.
• Extensibility: The scope of specific experiments is always
limited. Thus, experiments often motivate additional experiments with different configurations for the environment,

5.3
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Figure 1: Overview on Roles, Tasks, and Outputs of the
Serverless Infrastructure Evaluation Method (SIEM) inspired by ATAM and ETEM

workload, or observations. A method should help to identify
extension points while fostering resuse.
• Organizational Context: It is often challenging to identify
and implement need for experiment-driven evaluations in a
more general organizational context. A method should help
to overcome this challenges.
To address all design goals, we present SIEM. SIEM extends
ETEM a generalized method for evaluating cloud-based applications [13]. While promising, we found that ETEM does not explicitly
account for roles, steps, and artifacts that occur in FaaS platform
benchmarking that we could identify during our review of existing
FaaS platform benchmarks [17].

5.2

Roles

SIEM distinguishes between four roles (see figure 1).
• The Decision Maker (DM) is a management role that provides
high-level information about the application scenario and
objectives. The DM agreees on mitigation strategies that the
TP and Analyst design or negotiate.
• The Technical Personal (TP) is a system architect, software
engineer, or system operator. The TP provides detailed information on application details, e.g., architecture, serverless
infrastructure, workloads, operational tasks. In addition, the
TP provides mitigation strategies for operational tasks with
undesirable impacts on objectives by design or negotiation
with a cloud provider.
• The Experimenter designs an experiment plan, executes experiments, and checks validity of raw experiment results.
• The Analyst aggregates raw experiment results, identifies
sensitivities of operational tasks, and assesses the need for
mitigation strategies to handle operational tasks that negatively impact objectives.

Steps

Our method includes 8 tasks that are typically executed in sequence,
see also section 6. The method allows for feedback loops and iteration between different tasks, thus, it is possible to jump back to
prior tasks and start again.
Step I: Define Scenarios and Objectives: During Step I, the DM and
TP specify an application scenario. This includes high-level information on the application architecture including software services,
workloads, and application objectives. Examples of application objectives are targets for the number of requests in a time window
that fail or exceed a request request-response latency.
Step II: Collect Application Details: The TP identifies select serverless infrastructure services, e.g., FaaS platforms, storage services,
and gateway services, and corresponding operational tasks. The
experimenter shares workloads and documentations for infrastructure services with the experimenter.
Step III: Create Experiment Plan: The Experimenter identifies experiments of interest. For each experiment, he creates an experiment plan that contains a detailed description of the corresponding
experiment design. To ensure reproducability and verifiability of
results, the experiment plan describes at least the system under
test (SUT), workload, observations, derived metrics, and controlled
variables.
Step IV: Collect Experiment Artifacts: The Experimenter collects
all required experiment artifacts, e.g., workload generator. To reduce
time and complexity and improve reproducibility of results, the
Experimenter should make use of experiment automation [2, 13].
Step V: Conduct Experiments: The Experimenter runs experiments
based on the experiment plan. He checks the internal and external validity of the obtained results. Experiments with low validity
should result in multiple experiment executions or iterative refinement of the experiment plan and experiment artifacts. Valid results
are shared with the Analyst.
Step VI: Identify Sensitivities: The Analyst checks the validity of
results. Then, he analyzes how sensitive objectives are to operational tasks of different infrastructure services. Appropriate methods include visual inspection and the definition of select metrics.
Step VII: Assess Sensitivities: The Analyst characterizes and evaluates trade-offs [13] and identifies operational tasks that require
mitigation strategies. Mitigation strategies can become necessary to
handle undesirable impacts on objectives. For example, the analyst
decides that a strategy is necessary to mitigate high numbers of
failing requests for five minutes after triggering a code change. The
Analyst shares the assessment with the TP.
Step VIII: Design or Negotiate Mitigation Strategy: In Step VIII,
the TP and the Analyst identify and implement desired mitigation
strategies. Mitigation strategies are (i) changes to the application
design by the TP, (ii) migration to another cloud provider or (iii)
negotiating a solution with the cloud provider. Additional iterations
of SIEM, should evaluate the implemented mitigation strategy. The
DM approves select mitigation strategies proposed by the Analyst
and TP.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

In this section we present the experiment design based on the
problem statement (see section 3). Specifically, we present Step II,
III and IV of SIEM (see section 5).

6.1

Application Details, Objectives, and
Operational Tasks

We summarize the initial input that is available to an experimenter
for creating an experiment plan. The experiment design is based
on two applications Batch and Streaming (see section 3.1). Batch
priorities the application objectives correctness, fault-tolerance, and
cost-efficiency. Streaming priorities the application objectives high
availability, low latency, respectively. Batch changes deployment
packages (OP2) of a service function after submission of a new job
(C1). Moreover, it changes the function configuration (OP1) during
job execution to increase resources to recover single failing tasks
from OOM or timeout exception (C2). Streaming alters deployment
packages (OP2) due to continuous delivery of new features (C1)
and due to rollbacks after fault detection (C4). The experiment
plan must allow to investigate the impact of operational tasks on
application objectives.

6.2

Experiment Plan

As specified in SIEM, the experiment plan consists of a description of
the system under test,the workload,the treatments and the metrics.
In the following we present these details.
6.2.1 System Under Test. We investigate four fully managed FaaS
platforms: Amazon Web Services Lambda (AWS), Google Cloud
Function (GCF), IBM Cloud Function (ICF), and Microsoft Azure
Functions (MAF). Due to restricted availability, We provision service
functions in different data centers in different regions: Frankfurt
for AWS and IBM, Belgium for Google, and the Netherlands for
Azure.
We configure the execution environment of each service function
as follows. All four FaaS platforms use a Linux-based execution
environments. In addition, MAF uses a Windows-based execution
environment, respectively. The memory size is 512 MB. The timeout
is 300 seconds. The trigger of each service functions is a HTTP
event trigger.
All function handlers target the compute platform Node.js version 8, as it is available among all investigated FaaS platforms. We
want to ensure are verifiable and reproducible usage of compute
resources for each execution that approximates our applications.
Thus, a function handler calculates Fibonacci numbers recursively.
A function handler must not make use of caching.
6.2.2 Workload. We use a closed-loop workload model [27] that
emulates 10 client machines. To isolate effects from operational
tasks, we use a constant load profile associated with each requests.
Precisely, we return the 35th Fibonacci number for each request.

𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝑜𝑙𝑑
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𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

In the problem statement (see section 3) we defined scenarios
and objectives analog to Step I of SIEM, Step II-VIII follow in the
next sections.
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Figure 2: Representation of relevant measurement points.

6.2.3 Treatments. A treatment is a controlled interaction with an
experiment environment. We use two treatments in support of our
experiments.
• T1: Treatment 1 reduces the memory available to an execution environment from 512 MB to 128 MB and the timeout
for an execution from 300 seconds to 30 seconds.
• T2: Treatment 2 updates a static value in the function handler
source code of the deployment package.
Therefore, a treatment changes all instances of a service function
from an old version to a new version.
6.2.4 Experiment Process. The experiment process consists of uploading the first deployment package followed by the start of the
workload generator. After a warm-up phase of 30 seconds, we apply
T1 or T2 and run the workload generator for another 120 seconds.
We identified both durations with preliminary experiments.
6.2.5 Metrics. We select ten metrics in accordance to general requirements for quality metrics [3]. Each metric is associated with
one or more application objectives. We obtained the final set of
metrics after multiple iterations of Task III to Task VII. In each
iteration, Analysts suggested extensions of the experiment scope to
Experimenters. In the following we present the final list of metrics,
figure 2 illustrates basic metrics required to derive our final metrics.
• Beginn of Treatment BoT [s]: Difference of beginning of
a treatment and start of an experiment.
• Last Deploy LastDpl [s]: Difference of latest start of an
execution in an old instance and BoT.
• Last Response LastRes [s]: Difference of the last end of an
execution in an old instance and BoT.
• First Deploy FirstDpl [s]: Difference of the earliest start
of an execution in a new instance and BoT.
• First Response FirstRes [s]: Difference of the last end of an
execution in a new instance and BoT.
• Stabilization Time StabTime [s]: Difference of the point
in time when the variance of execution latency is lower than
a target value δ and BoT.
• After Time AT [s]: Difference of end of an experiment and
StabTime.

6.3
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Figure 3: Deployment Package change Results for MAF and
AWS. For a detailed explanation see Figure 2 and Section 7
.

Experiment Artifacts

The experiment artifacts and experiment results are available on
github.com15 . We utilize command-line tools for each provider to
provision the experiments and apply the treatments T1 and T2. We
furthermore, use Apache JMeter16 as a workload generator, which
we also control through a command-line interface. Based on this,
we can use one bash script per provider to perform the benchmark.
One key metric that we need to detect for all experiment is the
effect of the applied treatment, e.g., a code or configuration change.
In order to detect a code change, we added a static version name
to each deployment package. This version name is returned on
every request and allows the detection of code changes.
In order to detect function configuration changes, however, we
had to use a different strategy for each FaaS-provider. For instance,
AWS has an API that allows any function to read the current function configuration while GCF stores that information in undocumented environment variables. For ICF and MAF we used operating
system information obtained to the runtime API and Linux file system.
We also generated function identifies and VM identifiers for each
invocation to track the reuse of VMs and service functions, which
we use for better root cause analysis.
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6.2.6 Measurements. Most of the aforementioned metrics can be
measured through the client-side workload generator. The generator tracks the time when a function is triggered and when it
responds. Furthermore, the response body or a potential error message is recorded for each invocation. Each function response also
contain measurements that allow us to determine the version of
that function and the used function configuration. From these measurements, we can calculate all mentioned metrics.

Code Change

Microsoft Azure Functions Windows

Executions [#]

Each final metric is a member of one of three groups that each
address a quality: performance, availability, and deployment consistency. We describe performance with 99 percentile, 90 percentile,
and maximum latency and total throughput for both StabTime and
after time.
For availability, we report the total number of execution failures
after BoT. We approximate Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) with the
earliest time to detect an error (FirstRes) plus the time it takes to
enact a change to a stable version (StabTime).
To describe deployment consistency, we define the metric inconsistency window IW [s]. IW describes the difference between LastRes
and FirstDpl (see figure 2). We argue that IW is elegant because a
positive value describes the time for which two versions are running
in parallel. A negative IW value indicates the time of unavailability
in response to a treatment.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section we present the results of our experiments. Specifically, we present Steps VI and VII of SIEM (see section 5). Accordingly, we report the quality impact of operational tasks on
performance, availability, and consistency. Table 1 and table 2 summarize our results. Figure 3 shows detailed plots for deployment

package changes. Figure 4 shows detailed plots for function configuration, respectively. All measurements, metrics, and high-resolution
figures are available in our repository17 .
Overall, we see that both deployment package changes and function configuration changes for the same provider have a similar
behavior. Our results show no failed requests and therefore, we
see no impact on availability. Nevertheless, our experiments show
differences for performance, consistency, and change-duration in
each provider.
We describe the behavior of each platform in detail.
AWS. Our experiments show that AWS has a moderate IW of
about 10 seconds. During that change, AWS has the smallest performance impact, both for code and configuration changes. AWS
also starts to apply new changes quickly, but it takes time before
the change is applied across the board.
GCF. Google Cloud Functions show one of the smallest IW and
only a moderate performance impact. However, the start and duration of a change in GCF are slow, with a delay of at least 30 seconds,
see Figure 4.
ICF. ICF has the smallest inconsistency window and also the
smallest duration for applying a change. Additionally, we can see
that ICF has only moderate performance impacts that only occur
within the first seconds of a change.
MAF Windows. The Windows variant of MAF has overall a
modes operational tasks profile. The IW is comparable to AWS.
The duration and start of a change are also comparable to the other

15 https://github.com/eltalkarim/faas-benchmark-siem
16 https://jmeter.apache.org

17 https://github.com/eltalkarim/faas-benchmark-siem/results

Table 1: Metrics for deployment package changes, see section 6.2.5 for a detailed explanation of metric. The value pairs for
latency and throughput show the metric before, and after the stabilization time of a deployment package change.
Quality
Consistency

Performance

Availablity

Metric
inconsistency window [s]
last response (v1) [s]
first deployment (v2) [s]
p90 latency [ms,ms]
p99 latency [ms,ms]
max latency [ms,ms]
throughput [#/s,#/s]
MTTR [s]
error detection [s]
failed requests [#]

AWS

GCF

ICF

MAF (Win.)

MAF (Linux)

10.01
9.96
-0.05
480, 668
549, 775
550, 778
16, 18
10.00
0.50
0

0.21
36.63
36.42
1749, 340
1864, 432
1877, 450
10, 29
73.18
36.87
0

0.41
0.22
-0.19
2422, 300
4214, 416
4318, 806
17, 44
0.70
0.96
0

3.83
10.96
7.13
7906, 576
36623, 1060
37340, 10766
3, 36
17.96
7.96
0

85.85
93.26
7.41
424, 871
1029, 1152
6224, 1512
12, 30
103.78
10.82
0

Table 2: Metrics for function configurationchanges, see section 6.2.5 for a detailed explanation of each metric. The experiment
could not be performed for Azure because MAF manages memory allocation automatically. The value pairs for latency and
throughput show the metric before, and after the stabilization time of a function configuration change.
Quality
Consistency

Performance

Availablity

Metric
inconsistency window [s]
last response (v1) [s]
first deployment (v2) [s]
p90 latency [ms,ms]
p99 latency [ms,ms]
max latency [ms,ms]
throughput [#/s,#/s]
MTTR [s]
error detection [s]
failed requests [#]

provider. However, the Windows variant showed the worst performance impact during our experiments, with a ten-fold latency
increase in latency.
MAF Linux. Admittedly, MAF Linux was still in a development
stage during our experiments, which explains why it shows the
highest change impacts, see also Figure 3. The change duration of
over 100 seconds exceeded our initial experiment time. The IW is
similarly long, even though changes started to be applied relatively
quickly.
Summary. Overall, we see that ICF and GCF have the smallest
IW. Furthermore, we see that ICF and AWS execute on changed
function quickly, and even send a request that where send before
a change to a new version, (see negative FirstDpl). In terms of the
overall change-delay, we see that ICF and MAF Windows perform
best. Lastly, we see that AWS has the least performance impact
during changes, followed closely by ICF and GFC.
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DISCUSSION

In this section we present the implications of our experiment results
on the application scenarios, fulfilling step VII and VIII of SIEM.
Following that we briefly discuss SIEM and shortcomings in the
experiment.

AWS

GCF

ICF

6.28
6.25
-0.04
1484, 1424
1494, 1485
1495, 1492
8, 5
7.31
1.36
0

0.25
38.36
38.11
1591, 2147
2405, 2932
2498, 3223
8, 7
77.43
39.36
0

0.23
0.07
-0.16
3074, 457
4028, 483
4360, 485
8, 30
0.46
0.67
0

8.1

Implications for Application Scenarios

Based on our results (see section 7), we discuss the applicability of
different FaaS platforms (see section 6.2.1) for the cases C1-C5 (see
section 3.2) and our two application scenarios (see section 3.1).
Case C1 assumes an exploratory online analysis of a data set
with frequently changing jobs. Thus, it requires a FaaS platform that
completes deployment package changes fast with high consistency
to provide a good user experience to analysts. Based on our results,
ICF is a highly suitable candidate. AWS and MAF (Win.) are also
acceptable alternatives. However, they delay job starts by 10 seconds
and may introduce inconsistencies. We consider the delay of GCF
and MAF (Linux) as unsuitable for this use case.
Case C2 assumes a running job and a compute framework that
dynamically sizes the resources in the environments of failing tasks
before resubmitting a task. Our results indicate that ICF provides
a good fit. Due to the highly consistent changes, GCF allows for
simple implementation that comes at the cost of a high delays of
over 30 seconds. AWS allows for faster successful re-submissions
but potentially requires a mitigation strategy for handling inconsistencies.

Config Change

8.3
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Figure 4: Function Configuration Changes in IBM and
Google Cloud Functions.

Case C3 is executed offline and has no special requirements, thus,
all FaaS platforms are promising candidates. If we assume that specific functions are shared between different jobs, a low performance
impact becomes desirable and AWS a suitable candidate.
In the case of a rollback (C4), a fast start and completion of a
deployment package change is desirable. Thus, AWS and ICF are
reasonable choices. Due to their long completion time, our results
indicate that GCF users should consider mitigation strategies.
Case C5 executes configuration changes to dynamically sizes
computing resources of functions that realize operators in a streaming application. Low performance impacts and fast completion
times are favored over low inconsistencies. Based on our results,
AWS and ICF are good choices. Due to slow completion times,
GCF and MAF potentially require mitigation strategies to provide
the same quality. A possible solution could be additional logic for
workload prediction and admission within a big data processing
framework.

8.2

Experiment Limitations

Our approach is subject to a few limitations. First, the function
handler used in the experiments is only a model of the real function handlers found in serverless big data processing. Observed
effects might vary for function handlers with significantly different
properties, e.g., very large package sizes.
Second, we model our workload as a closed-loop. We are aware
that an open-loop workload model could be a more accurate representation of some serverless big data processing workloads. However, we assume that an open-loop model would only result in
minor changes to performance impact measurements. Thus, the
clear trends observed in our experiments would be unaffected.

SIEM

For the evaluations in this paper, we instantiate SIEM with a group
of students, research associates, application providers, and cloud
providers. We report on selected findings.
To interpret experiment results correctly, the Analyst role requires detailed documentation of all experiments. This requires
access to detailed documentation of the experiment plan and experiment artifacts. To avoid ambiguity, each measurement point should
receive an explicit label and a meaningful description. Furthermore,
a standard reference point for all time-related data should be used,
e.g., the start of an experiment. The same applies to the unit of time,
e.g., milliseconds.
The Analyst role requested multiple small changes to the initial experiment design to conduct root cause analysis. In our experiments, we added additional measurement points to associate
execution with a specific execution environment. Thus, the experiment plan, results, and analysis should be subject to careful version
control. We found it very useful to associate change request from
Analysts to Experimenters, e.g., requesting a new treatment or
measurement point, with references to the specific sections of the
experiment plan.
Our experiments showed, that the Analyst role requires deep
technical expertise in experimenting, software engineering, and
FaaS platforms to interpret and discuss experimental results correctly. If such expertise is not available, we suggest that (i) the
Technical Personal and Analyst roles execute Step VII together or
(ii) the complexity of the experiment design should be reduced.
All participants found that SIEM fosters understandability, coordination, and extensibility of experiments.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We evaluated quality impacts of operational tasks in FaaS platforms
as a foundation for a new generation of emerging serverless big
data processing frameworks and platforms.
In support of this evaluation, we presented SIEM, a new evaluation method to understand and mitigate the quality impacts of
operational tasks. We further contributed novel metrics for characterizing operational tasks. We instantiated SIEM to evaluate deployment package and function configuration changes for four major
FaaS providers. Based on our results, we synthesize new generalized
design guidelines for serverless big data processing frameworks.
In future work, we will provide additional tooling in support
of SIEM to lower entrance barriers, improve collaboration, and
simplify integration in an enterprise context. Furthermore, we will
present our new FaaS-native big data processing framework based
on the insights presented in this paper.
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